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X-band (Ç9.3 GHz) pulsed ENDOR measurements were car- ous studies due to the potential new catalytic properties of
ried out on 57Fe-substituted sodalite (FeSOD) which contains only the modified materials (1–9) . In these Fe-substituted materi-
one type of Fe(III) (S Å 5

2) located at a framework site. The als, the iron does not necessarily exclusively occupy frame-
ENDOR spectrum recorded at g Å 2 shows three doublets corre- work sites. Fe cations can also be found at extra-framework
sponding to the six MS manifolds. The assignment of these signals sites, balancing the negative charge of the framework, or as
was confirmed by hyperfine-selective and triple ENDOR experi- an interstitial phase of small particles located either within
ments. The components of each of the doublets had different inten- the molecular sieve cavities or between the crystallites (10–
sities, reflecting the different populations of the EPR energy levels 12) . In order to control and optimize the catalytic activity
at the measurement temperature, 1.8 K. ENDOR spectra were

of the iron-substituted materials, it is necessary to knowrecorded at magnetic fields within the EPR powder pattern, and
which type of iron is responsible for the activity, and there-the field dependence observed showed an anisotropic behavior,
fore an unambiguous characterization of the various ironunexpected from the isotropic character of the 57Fe(III) hyperfine
sites and types is essential.coupling. This dependence was attributed to the high-order effects

of the zero-field splitting (ZFS) interaction on the ENDOR fre- One of the methods commonly applied to characterize
quencies. Three different theoretical approaches were used to ac- Fe(III) sites in molecular sieves is EPR spectroscopy. EPR
count for the dependence of the ENDOR spectrum on the ZFS can provide information regarding the number of the differ-
interaction. The first involves the exact diagonalization of the total ent types of Fe(III) present ( lower limit only) , and it gives
spin Hamiltonian, the second uses third-order perturbation ap- general information regarding their symmetry. However, be-
proximations, and the third employs an effective nuclear Hamilto- cause of its low resolution, arising from the inhomogeneous
nian for each of the MS manifolds. The simulations showed that

broadening caused by the zero-field splitting (ZFS) interac-the ENDOR signals of the MS Å {5/2 (n{5/2 ) manifold are the
tion, the EPR spectrum usually does not give detailed infor-least sensitive to the magnitude of the ZFS parameter D and are
mation on the local environment of the Fe(III) (13) . Addi-therefore the most appropriate for the determination of aiso . It is
tional characterization information can be obtained from theshown that at X band and aiso values of about 30 MHz, the pertur-
NMR frequencies of 57Fe(III) and of other nuclear spinsbation approach is valid up to D values of 500 MHz if all three

doublets are concerned. However, if only the n{5/2 doublet is con- coupled to the iron. These, in turn, give the corresponding
sidered, then this approach is valid for D õ 1000 MHz. The third hyperfine interactions which provide information such as the
approach was found inappropriate for aiso values of Ç30 MHz. identity of neighboring atoms, the degree of covalency, and
Using the method of exact diagonalization together with orienta- bonding distances. The NMR frequencies are best deter-
tion selectivity, the trends observed in the experimental spectra mined from electron–nuclear double-resonance (ENDOR)
could be reproduced. The ENDOR spectra of the 57Fe-substituted spectroscopy (14, 15) and/or electron spin-echo-envelope
zeolites ZSM5, L, and mazzite showed broad and ill-defined peaks

modulation (ESEEM) techniques (16, 17) . Mössbauer spec-since the ZFS of Fe(III) in these zeolites is significantly larger
troscopy can also provide the hyperfine interaction ofthan that of FeSOD. Because this broadening is a high-order effect,
57Fe(III) but ENDOR spectroscopy may be advantageousit can be significantly reduced at higher spectrometer frequencies.
due to the additional resolution provided by the EPR spec-q 1997 Academic Press

trum and the broad scope of experiments offered by the
pulsed methodology.

INTRODUCTION The hyperfine interaction of 57Fe(III) (d 5 , S Å 5
2, I Å 1

2)
is predominately isotropic (18) and the ENDOR frequencies,The incorporation of iron into aluminosilicate and alumi-

nophosphate molecular sieves has been a subject of numer- given to second order, are (15)
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230 VARDI ET AL.

ENDOR measurements. The pulsed-ENDOR measure-n(MS)MI}MI/1

ments were carried out atÉ9.34 GHz and 1.8 K on a homeb-
uilt spectrometer described elsewhere (26, 27) . ENDORÅ É0nI / Msaiso 0

a 2
isoMS

n0

(MI / MS / 1
2 )É, [1]

spectra were obtained using the Davies ENDOR sequence
(28) :

where n0 and nI are the electronic and nuclear Larmor fre-
quencies, respectively, and aiso is the isotropic hyperfine con- MW p—T— p /2— t— p— t—echo

RF p
.stant. The first-order 57Fe(III) ENDOR spectrum consists of

three doublets, centered at 1
2aiso , 3

2aiso , and 5
2aiso , and each

doublet is split by 2nI . The higher-order perturbation terms For signal assignment, the hyperfine-selective (HS) ENDOR
cause deviations of the splitting of the doublets from 2nI sequence (29)
(see Eq. [1]) and shift the center of the doublets (19) .

The number of 57Fe(III) ENDOR studies (CW or pulse)
where the electron spin Zeeman interaction dominates
(gbH0 @ D , and D is the ZFS parameter) and all five EPR

MW1 p—T—

RF p

MW2 p /2— t— p— t—echo
transitions can be observed have been limited so far. The
reported experimental results were mostly on single crystals
(20–22) and the specific effects of the ZFS interaction on

and the time-domain triple sequence (30)the ENDOR frequencies was not analyzed. Moreover, the
characteristics of the orientation-selective spectra in orienta-
tionally disordered samples have not been addressed. It is
expected that the ZFS interaction will introduce a significant

MW p—T—p /2— t— p— t—echo

RF1 p

RF2 p
inhomogeneous broadening in the ENDOR spectra (19) .

In this work, we present a detailed X-band pulsed ENDOR
study of 57Fe-substituted sodalite (57FeSOD), which contains

were employed. In alternating scans, the phase of the echo-only one type of Fe(III) with a relatively small D , located
forming pulses was varied by 1807, reversing the sign of thein a framework tetrahedral site (13, 23) . Although the Zee-
echo and thereby eliminating baseline offsets. The length ofman and hyperfine interactions of high-spin 57Fe(III) are
the microwave (mw) pulses was 50, 30, 50 ns, respectively,highly isotropic (18) , the ENDOR spectra showed signifi-
and the width of the RF pulse was 2–3 ms. The repetition ratecant orientation dependence. The orientation dependence is
was 50 Hz for 57FeSOD and 333 Hz for the other zeolites. Forattributed to the ZFS interaction and is confirmed by simula-
57FeSOD, strong echo modulations due to interactions withtions. Three different theoretical approaches were used in
27Al and 23Na were observed, and t was chosen to coincidethe simulations: ( i) numerical diagonalization of the total
with the second maxima of the two-pulse ESEEM patternspin Hamiltonian, ( ii ) third-order perturbation treatment of
(0.49–0.71 ms) .the ZFS and hyperfine interactions, and (iii ) analytical diag-

onalization of nuclear Hamiltonians, each representing a dif-
RESULTSferent MS manifold, employing an effective »Sz … value ob-

tained by a third-order perturbation treatment of the ZFS
ENDOR Measurementsinteraction. It is found that for a hyperfine coupling constant

of about 30 MHz, which is the typical value for high-spin The EPR spectrum of 57FeSOD at X band consists of a57Fe(III), method (ii) is valid only for D õ 500 MHz. The major singlet at g Å 2 corresponding to the É01
2 … r É

1
2 …third method is not appropriate because the second-order

transition and two wings which are due to all the other EPR
effects of the hyperfine coupling are neglected.

transitions (13) . The ENDOR spectrum recorded at g Å 2.0,
shown in the bottom trace of Fig. 1, exhibits three groups

EXPERIMENTAL of peaks with maxima at 15.4, 42.6, and 71.4 MHz and
weaker shoulders at 14.3, 45.1, and 72.8 MHz. The ENDOR
spectrum of a similar nonenriched sample did not show anySample preparation. The Fe-substituted zeolites were
of these peaks.1 According to Eq. [1] , the intense peaks atsynthesized according to published procedures using an en-

riched 57FeCl3 solution prepared by dissolving 57Fe2O3 in
excess 1N HCl solution. The compositions of the zeolites 1 The sloping baseline was, however, observed in both enriched and
studied, and the appropriate references for the synthesis pro- nonenriched samples. It is not an instrumental effect and its origin is not

clear.cedures are listed in Table 1.
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231ZERO-FIELD SPLITTING IN ENDOR OF SODALITE

TABLE 1
The Composition of the Zeolites Investigated, Given in Relative Atom Ratios

Sample Zeolite T sites Fe Al Si Na K
Fe

Fe / Al / Si
a

Ref.b

57FeSOD Sodalite 1 0.001 0.999 0.96 1.32 0.05 (7)
57FeLTL Linde L 2 0.002 0.998 2.71 1.01 0.07 (6)
57FeMAZ Mazzite 2 0.003 0.997 2.92 0.78 0.07 (24)
57FeMFI ZSM5 12 0.0018 0.982 28.2 0.65 0.06 (25)

a Molar ratio of Fe expressed as a molar percent.
b Synthesized according to these references.

42.6 and 71.4 MHz were assigned to the MS Å 03
2 and 05

2 027.7, and 028.6 MHz, were obtained for aiso . This varia-
tion in aiso and the different splittings of the three doubletsmanifolds (n03/2 and n05/2 ) , respectively, whereas their
could not be accounted for by adding the second-order con-shoulders were assigned to the MS Å 3

2 and 5
2 manifolds

tribution of the hyperfine interaction (see Eq. [1]) .(n3/2 and n5/2 ) (31) . The assignment was based on the inten-
To confirm that these peaks indeed arise from a singlesity difference within the n{3/2 and n{5/2 doublets attributed

Fe(III) site, a HS-ENDOR experiment was carried out. Thisto different populations of the energy levels at low tempera-
experiment correlates all ENDOR transitions originatingtures (1.8K) (32) . The ENDOR signals at 14.3 and 15.4
from a hyperfine coupling preselected by D Å vmw1 0 vmw2MHz were assigned to the MSÅ{1

2 manifolds (n{1/2 ) . Using
Å aiso , where vmw1 is the frequency of the selective p pulsethese values and the first-order approximation for the hyper-
and vmw2 is the frequency of the echo-forming pulses (29) .fine frequencies (Eq. [1]) , three different values, 030.8,
The spectrum recorded with D Å 30.9 MHz, shown at the
top of Fig. 1, exhibits all the lines observed in the Davies
ENDOR spectrum, in opposite phase, as expected. A triple
experiment was also carried out to verify the assignment of
the signals. In this experiment, one of the RF pulses is set
to one of the ENDOR frequencies while the frequency of
the other RF pulse is swept. This experiment selects only
ENDOR transitions that have a common EPR energy level
with the ENDOR transition excited by the fixed RF
frequency (14, 30) . For instance, if the RF is set to n05/2 ,
n03/2 is expected to appear, whereas setting it to n03/2 should
result in the appearance of n05/2 and n01/2 . The triple experi-
ment was carried out at H0 Å 3025 G (g Å 2.19), where
the n{3/2 peaks are well resolved but the n{1/2 peaks are
very weak (see top of Fig. 2) as this field is outside the
range of the É01

2 … r É
1
2 … EPR transition. The triple spectra

obtained are shown in Fig. 2. These spectra confirm the
assignment of the 42.3 and 71.4 MHz peaks to the MS Å 0
3
2 and 05

2 manifolds, respectively.
A series of orientation-selective pulsed-ENDOR spectra

which were recorded across the EPR powder pattern are
presented in Fig. 3. The n{1/2 signals appear in the narrowest
range of fields as compared to the other two doublets. This
is expected if one considers the simulated powder patterns
of the individual EPR transitions shown in Fig. 4. All transi-
tions contribute to the center of the spectrum (positions A
in Figs. 4a, 4b); however, as the edges of the spectrum are
approached, the relative contribution of the É01

2 … r É
1
2 … tran-FIG. 1. Davies ENDOR (bottom) and HS-ENDOR with DÅ 30.9 MHz

sition decreases (positions B, C in Fig. 4) . This leads to a(top) spectra of 57FeSOD spectra recorded at H0 Å 3326 G (g Å 2.0) and
trf Å 2.0 ms T Å 4.0 ms and t Å 0.56 ms. significant reduction in the intensity of the n{1/2 signals. At
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232 VARDI ET AL.

where

A ÅDFS3 cos2u0 1
2 D/ 3

2
h sin2u cos 2fG , hÅ E /D ,

[3]

B{

Å D

4
(0sin 2u / h sin 2u cos 2f { i2h sin u sin 2f)

[4]

C{ Å
D

4
[sin2u / h(cos2u / 1)cos 2f

{ i2h cos u sin 2f] [5]

and u and f give the direction of the magnetic field with
respect to the principal axis system of the ZFS tensor, n0 Å

FIG. 2. (a) Davies ENDOR spectrum of 57FeSOD and (b) triple spectra
recorded with RF2 frequencies as noted on the figure. In all spectra, H0 Å
3025 G, t Å 0.45 ms, and tRF Å 2.0 ms. The delay between the RF pulses
was 0.1 ms. The vertical dotted lines were added to facilitate the observation
of the peak positions.

the outer most edges, only the É05
2 … r É03

2 … and É
3
2 … r É

5
2 …

transitions contribute, and therefore only n{3/2 and n{5/2 are
observed. Other orientation-dependent effects are the field
dependence of n{1/2 and n{3/2 , which cannot be accounted
for by the above considerations and/or by the expected vari-
ation in nI . We attribute this orientation dependence to the
ZFS interaction which introduces anisotropy into the EN-
DOR frequencies as shown explicitly in the next section.

Theory and Simulations

Theoretical background. The spin Hamiltonian of high-
spin 57Fe(III) (S Å 5

2, I Å 1
2) is (33)

FIG. 3. Pulsed-ENDOR spectra of 57FeSOD measured at different mag-H Å n0SO z / AFSO 2
z 0

1
3

S(S / 1)G / B/(SO /SO z / SO zSO /)
netic fields within the EPR powder pattern. The experimental parameters
are as described in the legend to Fig. 1, and t was in the range of 0.49–

/ B0(SO 0SO z / SO zSO 0) / C/SO 2
/ / C0SO 2

0 / aisoSO z IO z 0.71 ms, depending on the field. The vertical dotted lines were added to
facilitate the observation of the field dependence. The scale of the spectra
recorded at 2425, 2722, and 3025 G was multiplied by a factor of 6.3 and/ aiso

2
(SO /IO 0 / SO 0IO /) 0 nI IO z , [2]

that of 3122 and 3831 G by 1.41 and 4.41, respectively.
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233ZERO-FIELD SPLITTING IN ENDOR OF SODALITE

FIG. 4. Simulated absorption EPR powder patterns decomposed according to the various allowed transitions. The upper trace is the sum of all EPR
transitions. The different Boltzmann populations at 1.8 K were taken into account. The parameters used in the simulations were D Å 750 MHz, aiso Å
028.8 MHz and (a) h Å 0 and (b) h Å 0.2.

gbH0 /h and nI Å gNbNH0 /h . Three different approaches where
were used to calculate the ENDOR frequencies. The first

S{MS
Å S(S / 1) 0 MS(MS { 1)used numerical diagonalization of H and is referred to as

the exact solution. In the second approach, third-order pertur- I{MI
Å I(I / 1) 0 MI(MI { 1).

bation theory was employed. Using the energies corrected to
third order, as given in (33) , the following allowed ENDOR The numbers in parentheses correspond to the order of the

correction.frequencies (DMS Å 0 and DMI Å {1) were obtained:

nENDOR(1)
MS,MI

Å aisoMS 0 nI [6]

nENDOR(2)
MS,MI

Å a 2
iso

n0

[0S(S / 1) / M 2
S 0 MS(2MI 0 1)] [7]

nENDOR(3)
MS,MI

Å a 3
iso

4n 2
0

[(0MS / MI 0 1)S/MS
I0MI
/ (MS 0 MI / 2)S/MS

I0MI01

/(MS 0 MI 0 1)S0MS
I/MI
0 (MS 0 MI)S0MS

I/MI01]

/2aisoB/B0
n 2

0

1
MS

{[S(S / 1) 0 M 2
S]2 0 M 2

S} / aisoC/C0
2n 2

0

(S/MS
S/MS/1 0 S0MS

S0MS01)

/a 2
isoA

4n 2
0

[(2MS / 1)S/MS
(I0MI

0 I0MI01) 0 (2MS 0 1)S0MS
(I/MI

0 I/MI01)] , [8]
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234 VARDI ET AL.

The third approach is similar to that developed by Mims HMS
Å A *xz,MS

IO x / A *yz,MS
IO y / A *zz,MS

IO z 0 nI IO z , [12]
to calculate the echo intensity in the two- and three-pulse
ESEEM experiments (34) , and in the following it will be

where A *ij,MS
Å *»MSÉSO *z ÉMS … *Aij Å »S *z …Ms

Aij and the ÉMS … *referred to as the effective-nuclear-Hamiltonian (ENH)
are the eigenvectors of HS . The effective »S *z …MS

for eachmethod. This approach was used by Larsen et al. (35) in
manifold can be obtained from the third-order-corrected ei-the analysis of the ESEEM spectra of a S Å 5

2, I Å 1
2 system

genvectors (see Appendix) . For a S Å 5
2, I Å 1

2 system, thewhere the electronic–nuclear spin system was treated as a
block-diagonal matrix consists of six 2 1 2 blocks of theset of noninteracting two level systems. In this approach, a
form:nuclear Hamiltonian is defined for each electronic MS mani-

fold, and the modulation frequencies are calculated using
the eigenvalues of these Hamiltonians. This approximation

HMS
Å 1

2 F 0nI / »S *z …MS
Azz »S *z …MS

(Axz 0 iAyz)

»S *z …MS
(Axz / iAyz) nI 0 »S *z …MS

Azz

G .is valid when the mw pulse-excitation bandwidth is very
small compared to the ZFS interaction. For each of the MS

manifolds, an effective spin »Sz … was defined, neglecting any [13]
mixing due to the ZFS. In the present work, such mixing is
taken into account as described below. A similar approach Diagonalization of HMS

gives the ENDOR frequencies within
was employed by Coffino et al. (36) in the calculation of

each MS manifold:
the ESEEM frequencies of a Mn2/ (S Å 5

2) system with
small ZFS. There, however, all the nonsecular terms involv-

nENDOR
MS

Å [( »S *z …Ms
Azz 0 nI)

2 0 »S *z …
2
MS

(A 2
xz / A 2

yz)]1/2 .ing Ŝx ,y were neglected in the calculation of the ESEEM
frequencies and intensities but they were retained in the [14]
calculations of the EPR transitions contributing to the echo
intensity. In our approach, Îx ,y ,z Ŝx ,y terms were neglected but

For an isotropic hyperfine interaction, as in 57Fe(III) , HMSterms with Ŝx ,y were retained.
is diagonal and the ENDOR frequencies becomeThe Hamiltonian in Eq. [2] can be decomposed according

to
nENDOR

MS
Å É0nI / aiso »S *z …MS

É. [15]

H Å HS 0 nI IO z / SO rArIO , [9]
Neglecting the hyperfine enhancement factor and the dif-

ferent nutation frequencies of the various EPR transitionswhere HS contains only pure electron spin terms such as the
(32) , we assumed that the intensity of a particular ENDORelectron Zeeman interaction and the ZFS term. In Eq. [9] ,
transition is proportional to the intensity of the correspondingthe hyperfine interaction is expressed in its general form.
EPR transition, given by Wn}m Å É»nÉ ŜxÉm …É2 (37) . TheAssuming that A is too small to cause any significant mixing
different nutation frequencies of the EPR transitions wereof the electronic spin states (nI Îz , aisoŜrIO ! HS) , H can be
taken into account in the ESEEM simulations of a Mn2/

expressed in a block diagonal form with a total of 2S / 1
coupled to a I Å 1

2 nucleus carried out by Coffino et al. (36) .blocks, each corresponding to a (2I / 1) 1 (2I / 1) nuclear
At very low temperatures, the relative population of theHamiltonian. The representation of H in a block diagonal
energy levels, given by the Boltzmann factor, must be takenform requires the diagonalization of HS using the transforma-
into account and the amplitude of the EPR signal is thention:
described by (32)

U01
S HSUS Å H D

S . [10]
IEPR

n}m }
exp[0(E

Én … 0 E
Ém …) /KT]

( 2S/1
iÅ1 exp(0E

Éi … /KT )
1 Wn}m . [16]

The same transformation is then applied to the hyperfine
interaction term which, after neglecting the off-diagonal

The intensities of the ENDOR signals are therefore
terms involving IO x ,y ,zSO *x ,y , becomes

IENDOR
n =}n 0 } IEPR

n}md(n *, n9 { 1). [17]
SO *rArIO Å AxzIO xSO *z / AyzIO ySO *z / AzzIO zSO *z [11]

where the selection rule DMI Å {1 was applied and the n*
The prime indicates the new representation. Finally, each and n9 levels are sublevels within the EPR n or m manifolds.
block in the block diagonal matrix corresponds to an effec- In the above, only the allowed EPR transitions were consid-
tive nuclear Hamiltonian, HMS

, given by ered.
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235ZERO-FIELD SPLITTING IN ENDOR OF SODALITE

FIG. 5. Calculated 57Fe ENDOR frequencies with aiso Å 028.8 MHz as a function of D (h Å 0) for three different orientations, u Å 07, 457, and
907 (H0 Å 3200 G). Three methods were used for the calculations, exact diagonalization (solid lines) , third-order perturbation (dashed lines) , and the
effective-nuclear-Hamiltonian method (dotted line) .

Simulations. Figure 5 shows the dependence of the EN- responsible for the second-order hyperfine shift. The elimi-
nation of these terms is also responsible for the significantlyDOR frequencies on D (h Å 0) for aiso Å 028.8 MHz and

three different u values, 07, 457, and 907, calculated using difference behavior observed by the ENH method for u Å
457 and 907.the three approaches described above. The range of D that

was explored was limited to 1000 MHz which, according to The strongest dependence of the 57Fe ENDOR frequencies
on D is obtained when u Å 457, and it increases accordingthe EPR spectrum, is an upper limit to the D value in FeSOD.

For u Å 07, there is practically no difference between the to n{1/2 ú n{3/2 ú n{5/2 . As D is raised, the n{1/2 doublet
is shifted more toward the n{3/2 doublet and the n{3/2 doubletexact diagonalization and the perturbation method because

this HS is diagonal (see Eq. [2]) , and the ENDOR frequen- toward the n{5/2 doublet, though to a lesser extent. A com-
parison of the curves obtained from the three methods showscies are independent of D . The splitting of the nMS

doublets
is ÉMSÉ-dependent due to the second-order effect of the that the ENH approach is not appropriate for calculating the
hyperfine coupling (see Eq. [7]) . While this dependence is ENDOR frequencies when relatively large aiso values are
clear in the curves obtained using the first two methods, it involved. The third-order perturbation method is suitable for
does not appear in the curves calculated with the ENH values of D up to Ç500 MHz if all ENDOR transitions are
method. This is due to the elimination of the off-diagonal concerned. However, if only the n{5/2 doublet is considered,

then the third-order perturbation approach is valid even forelements arising from the term aiso /2 ( Ŝx Îx / Ŝy Îy) which is
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236 VARDI ET AL.

FIG. 6. The angular dependence of 57Fe ENDOR frequencies calculated for aiso Å 028.8 MHz D Å 500, 750, and 1000 MHz and h Å 0 (H0 Å
3200 G). Three methods were used for the calculations, exact diagonalization (solid lines) , third-order perturbation (dashed lines) , and the effective-
nuclear-Hamiltonian method (dotted line) .

D Ç 1000 MHz. Calculations carried out with h Å 0.2 are to a good extent parallel for D Å 500 MHz, but for the
higher D values, strong deviations are clear. Similar trendsshowed the same general trend, though the detailed depen-

dence was somewhat different. The angular dependence of were observed for a nonaxial ZFS tensor. Figure 6 also
shows that the perturbation method is valid up to D Ç 500the 57Fe ENDOR frequencies for D values of 500, 750, and

1000 MHz and h Å 0 is shown in Fig. 6. Again, the frequen- MHz, and that for higher D values, the deviations are mainly
related to the loss of symmetry with respect to ÉMSÉ.cies were calculated using the three different approaches

presented above. The frequency span of each ENDOR fre- In order to simulate the orientation dependence of the
ENDOR spectra shown in Fig. 3, the relative contributionquency increases as follows, n{1/2 ú n{3/2 ú n{5/2 , and the

broadest powder pattern is expected for the n{1/2 doublet. of each of the EPR transitions excited by the mw pulse at
the particular magnetic field at which the experiment hasThis is in a good agreement with the experimental ENDOR

spectra shown in Fig. 3. been carried must be determined. For each EPR transition,
Fe centers with different orientations contribute to the signalThis orientation dependence is expected once Eq. [8] is

inspected. There are three terms which depend on the magni- and these must be determined as well. This requires the
knowledge of D and E , which in turn can be obtained fromtude of the ZFS through a 2

isoA , aisoB/B0 and aisoC/C0 and
simulations of the EPR spectrum. Simulations of the X- andwhich depend on the MS value. Figure 6 shows that the

curves corresponding to n{1/2 , obtained by the exact method, W-band EPR spectra of 57FeSOD gave D Å 750 MHz and
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237ZERO-FIELD SPLITTING IN ENDOR OF SODALITE

h Ç 0.2 (23, 38 ) . Using these values, a table was generated
consisting of the resonant magnetic field, the EPR transi-
tions that obey the resonance condition at this particular
field, the corresponding orientation of the ZFS (u and f
values) , and the relative intensities of the EPR transition.
When the perturbation theory method was applied, the reso-
nant magnetic fields of each of the five EPR transitions at
a particular orientation were calculated using the expres-
sions for the EPR transitions given in Ref. (33) . If the
calculated field was within {DH from the field at which
the ENDOR experiment was carried out, the orientation
was added to the table. The width DH accounts for the
inhomogeneous linewidth and the pulse spectral width. In
the case of the exact solution, where the determination of
the resonant field is not straight forward and long computa-
tion times are required (37 ) , a different approach was
adapted. The frequencies of the EPR transitions at all possi-
ble orientations were calculated using the magnetic field at
which the experiment was performed, and when the frequen-
cies were found to be within {Dn from the spectrometer
frequency, n0 , the orientations were added to the table. The
width {Dn serves the same purpose as DH . A similar
approach was employed by Coffino et al. (36 ) .

The ENDOR spectra were calculated by summing over
all transitions and orientations ( listed in the table ) that

FIG. 7. Simulated orientation-selective ENDOR spectra calculated withcontribute to the EPR signal at a particular field, including
aiso Å 028.8 MHz, D Å 750 MHz, h Å 0.2, DH Å 15 G, and Dn Å 0.1the allowed width, DH or Dn. Each ENDOR frequency
GHz. Spectra obtained using the exact calculation appear in solid lines

was convoluted with a Lorentzian lineshape with a width whereas those obtained using the perturbation method are represented by
of 0.4 MHz. The major experimental features that we tried dotted lines.
to reproduce in the simulations were: ( i ) the practical
field independence of n{5 /2 , ( ii ) the frequency shift and
lineshape of the n{3 /2 peaks, and ( iii ) the field range at end of the series, the doublet merges into one signal, again

in agreement with the experimental data. The general be-which each of the ENDOR signal appears. The simulated
spectra shown in Figs. 7–9 were normalized indepen- havior of the n{1 /2 signals in the range 3025–3522 G, in

terms of width and frequency position, is also similar todently, and therefore the absolute intensities of the various
spectra are not comparable. experimental results, though the detailed lineshape of the

signals is not reproduced. Furthermore, the relative inten-Figure 7 shows a series of orientation-selective ENDOR
spectra calculated with D Å 750 MHz, h Å 0.2, and aiso sities of the n{1 /2 peaks in the calculated spectra are larger

than in the experimental spectra, particularly at the high-Å 028.8 MHz. At 2425 G, of the n{5 / 2 only the n5 /2

component appears, whereas in the experimental spectra field end. We attribute the discrepancies between the cal-
culated and experimental spectra to the difficulties in de-both are apparent ( see Fig. 3 ) . Increasing h to 0.3 gives

better agreement with the experimental results as shown termining accurately the relative contributions of the EPR
transitions and the corresponding selected orientations toin Fig. 8. It represents the best-fit spectra we obtained,

taking into account the constraints we had on D and E /D the echo at each field. This stems from neglecting the
different nutation frequencies of the individual EPR tran-from the EPR spectrum. In general, the range of magnetic

fields at which both n{5 /2 are observed is determined by sitions and from the large inhomogeneous linewidths
which may include distributions in D and E . The valueE /D and the total field range where n5 /2 or n05 /2 appears

depends on D . In the simulated spectra shown in Fig. 8, that was taken into account for the inhomogeneous line-
width was 15 G (or 0.1 GHz) which is most probably toothe field independence of n{5 / 2 is reproduced and the two

methods of calculations give the same peaks as expected. small to adequately account for the experimental results.
When D increases further, the ENDOR peaks becomesThe general field dependence of n{3 /2 is reproduced as

well; at low fields, the two signals are resolved, and as significantly broader as shown in Fig. 9. If one takes into
account large inhomogeneous broadening due to distribu-the field increases, more features appear. At the high-field
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ing in the ENDOR spectrum. The mechanism leading to this
broadening is the same as that causing the appearance of
forbidden EPR transitions (DMs Å {1, DMI Å {1) in the
EPR spectra of Mn2/ (when gbH0ú D) (33) . The broaden-
ing is on the order of aisoD 2 /n 2

0 and therefore at X band
(Ç9 GHz), values of D ú 1500 MHz already broaden the
ENDOR spectrum beyond detection. This effect can be sig-
nificantly reduced at high fields as we have recently demon-
strated by pulsed ENDOR measurements at 95 GHz carried
out on the same zeolites studied in this work (23) . At this
frequency, the orientation-selective spectra of 57FeSOD
showed no orientation dependence, and the value obtained
for aiso (029.0 MHz) was very close to the value determined
from the X-band data and the simulations (028.8 MHz).
Moreover, the ENDOR signals of the other zeolites could
be observed, thus confirming the analysis presented in this
work.

When D is not too large and ENDOR spectra can be
observed, the orientation dependence of the amplitudes of
the various ENDOR peaks can provide information on the

FIG. 8. Simulated orientation-selective ENDOR spectra calculated with
aiso Å 028.8 MHz, D Å 750 MHz, h Å 0.3, DH Å 15 G, and Dn Å 0.1
GHz. Spectra obtained using the exact calculation appear in solid lines,
whereas those obtained using the perturbation method are represented by
dotted lines.

tions in D and E, then for D Å 1500 MHz the observation
of the n{1/2 would be very difficult and most probably only
the n{5/2 peaks can be observed. This was the case for the
ENDOR spectra of 57FeLTL, 57FeMFI, and 57FeMAZ pre-
sented in Fig. 10. The EPR peak of these zeolites at g Å 2
is significantly broader than that of FeSOD (13) . Only when
the spectra were recorded at the high-field edge of the EPR
spectrum (5000 G) could reasonable signals be observed.
All three spectra show a broad signal at Ç72 MHz which
is assigned to n{5/2 and a broad feature around 51 MHz
attributed to n{3/2 . In these materials, the ZFS of the Fe(III)
is significantly larger than in FeSOD (23) .

DISCUSSION
FIG. 9. Simulated orientation-selective ENDOR spectra calculated with

aiso Å 028.8 MHz, D Å 1500 MHz, h Å 0.2, DH Å 15 G, and Dn Å 0.1
It has been shown that in systems with a dominating elec- GHz. Spectra obtained using the exact calculation appear in solid lines,

tron Zeeman interaction and appreciable ZFS interaction the whereas those obtained using the perturbation method are represented by
dotted lines.ZFS term introduces a significant inhomogeneous broaden-
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The same is expected for 55Mn2/ . However, the hyperfine
interactions with ligand nuclei are expected to be anisotropic,
and the separation of the two effects is more complex. In
this case, the analysis would require a predetermination of
D and E from the EPR spectrum.

When the hyperfine coupling is small, the effective nu-
clear Hamiltonian approach becomes valid and can be used
for the analysis of the spectrum. In this case, however, the
inhomogeneous broadening introduced by the ZFS is small
and probably negligible as it depends on terms of the form
aisoD 2 /n 2

0 . Indeed the 1H pulsed and CW ENDOR spectra
of Mn(H2O)/2

6 in a frozen solution could be well simulated
without taking the ZFS into account (D Å 555 MHz) (32) .
The third approach should be also valid for simulations of
ESEEM spectra where small hyperfine couplings are in-
volved. This would require the calculation of the eigenvec-
tors of the nuclear Hamiltonians given in Eq. [13], and then
the general expressions of Mims can be used (34, 36) . For
ESEEM, it has been shown that the modulation depth, rather
than the modulation frequency is sensitive to D (36) .

When D becomes much greater than the electronic Zee-
man interaction (gbH0 ! D) , the ENDOR spectral charac-
teristics of high spin 57Fe(III) are significantly different than
those discussed in this work. In this case, the ZFS term is
taken as the zeroth-order Hamiltonian; the electronic Zee-
man and hyperfine terms are treated as perturbations, and
the ground state can be treated as an effective S Å 1

2 with
FIG. 10. Davies ENDOR spectra of 57Fe MAZ (H0 Å 5000 G), 57Fe an effective g value (39) . The ENDOR spectrum of such a

MFI (H0 Å 5311 G), and 57Fe LTL (H0 Å 5000 G). For all spectra, tRF Å system consists of a doublet, the position of which depends
2.0 ms, and t Å 0.34 ms except for 57Fe LTL where t Å 0.23 ms.

on the hyperfine coupling and the effective g values. The
splitting of the doublet is determined by the so-called pseu-
donuclear Zeeman effect. The latter introduces an anisotropy

ZFS interaction, particularly on the asymmetry parameter h. into the spectrum which is determined by the orientation of
Furthermore, when the experiments are carried out at very the ZFS tensor with respect to the external magnetic field
low temperature (õ2K), the sign of aiso can be determined (39–41) .
from the relative intensities of the components of the n{5/2

CONCLUSIONSdoublet. When h õ 1
3, it is also possible to determine the

sign of D by comparing the relative intensities within the X-band ENDOR spectra of high-spin 57Fe( III ) -substi-
n{5/2 doublet at the lower and upper field edges of the EPR tuted sodalite exhibited three doublets which are orienta-
spectrum. tion dependent in terms of both frequencies and relative

The theoretical analysis of the spectra show that aiso is intensities. This orientation dependence was attributed to
best determined from the n{5/2 doublet which is the least the ZFS interaction, and a theoretical treatment showed
dependent on the ZFS interaction. Hence, the appearance of that the effect can be accounted for, using third-order
the n{5/2 doublet at 72 MHz for 57FeLTL, 57FeMFI, and perturbation theory up to D õ 500 MHz. The isotropic
57FeMAZ indicates that their aiso values are similar to that hyperfine interaction is best determined from the ENDOR
of 57FeSOD (028.8 MHz). Therefore, a aiso value of 029 frequencies within the Ms Å {5/2 manifolds which are
MHz can be considered as a typical value for 57Fe in a zeolite the least sensitive to the ZFS. If only these ENDOR fre-
framework site. A more detailed discussion of this value as quencies are considered, third-order perturbation expres-
compared to other oxides was given in our recent high-field sions are valid if D õ 1000 MHz.
ENDOR work (23) .

APPENDIX AIn the particular case of 57Fe(III) (S Å 5
2) , the observation

of the inhomogeneous contributions of the ZFS were easily The perturbation Hamiltonian, H *, consists of the ZFS
interaction onlyidentified since the hyperfine coupling is primarily isotropic.
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